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Companies are like families.
Companies are not build in one day, companies are built with all our heart, putting our blood and
sweat into it with solely one purpose to fulfil, that is to make it grow and flourish from year to year. In
a family, we take care of each other’s wellbeing and make sure that everything functions smoothly.
Similarly, we all are a family. Here, we all take care of each other, take care of the responsibilities we
have so that we all, together can make our dream come true. The dream of taking our company to the
list of the best companies in the country, the dream of making it a company which is known for its
quality products, quality services and commitment towards work.
Company have seen it all – success and failures, highs and lows, celebrations and crisis, everything.
But one thing which we never did was to ‘give up’. This, go getter attitude, our faith in each other and
our commitment towards the company are the factors which have brought us where we are.
It’s a day, this is your day; our day and we will make it memorable forever. Many more anniversaries,
many more success stories and many more achievements are yet to come our way.
Let’s just keep up the good work and keep aspiring for more. As they say “those who dream big,
achieve big”. So let’s not stop ourselves from dreaming.
Generations come and go, people live, they go…. but companies and foundations never goes
anywhere, it only passes from hand to hand. Today on this day we pray god that, as today we celebrate
our 13th Foundation day...our generations to come celebrate our 130th foundation days and many
more.
Keep experimenting, keep growing and keep celebrating.
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